A Perspective on the Development of Gas-phase Chemical Mechanisms for Eulerian Air Quality Models.
An essential component of a three-dimensional air quality model is its gas-phase mechanism. We present an overview of the necessary atmospheric chemistry and a discussion of the types of mechanisms with some specific examples such as the Master Chemical Mechanism, the Carbon Bond, SAPRC and the Regional Atmospheric Chemistry Mechanism (RACM). The first versions of the Carbon Bond and SAPRC mechanisms were developed through a hierarchy of chemical species approach that relied heavily on chemical environmental chamber data. Now a new approach has been proposed where the first step is to develop a highly detailed explicit mechanism such as the Master Chemical Mechanism and the second step is to test the detailed explicit mechanism against laboratory and field data. Finally, the detailed mechanism is condensed for use in a three-dimensional air quality model. Here it is argued that the development of highly detailed explicit mechanisms is very valuable for research, but we suggest that combining the hierarchy of chemical species and the detailed explicit mechanism approaches would be better than either alone.